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ABSTRACT
Extended MHD is a one-fluid model that incorporates two-fluid effects such as electron inertia and the
Hall drift. This model is used to construct fully nonlinear Alfve´nic wave solutions, and thereby derive
the kinetic and magnetic spectra by resorting to a Kolmogorov-like hypothesis based on the constant
cascading rates of the energy and generalized helicities of this model. The magnetic and kinetic spectra
are derived in the ideal (k < 1/λi), Hall (1/λi < k < 1/λe), and electron inertia (k > 1/λe) regimes; k
is the wavenumber and λs = c/ωps is the skin depth of species ‘s’. In the Hall regime, it is shown that
the emergent results are fully consistent with previous numerical and analytical studies, especially in
the context of the solar wind. The focus is primarily on the electron inertia regime, where magnetic
energy spectra with power-law indexes of −11/3 and −13/3 are always recovered. The latter, in
particular, is quite close to recent observational evidence from the solar wind with a potential slope
of approximately −4 in this regime. It is thus plausible that these spectra may constitute a part of
the (extended) inertial range, as opposed to the standard ‘dissipation’ range paradigm.
1. INTRODUCTION
In the realm of plasma astrophysics, a great deal of
attention has been centred on ideal MHD, as it is the
simplest of the plasma fluid models. Despite its con-
siderable generality and elegance, ideal MHD is valid
only in certain regimes, when a certain set of conditions
are valid (Hazeltine & Waelbroeck 2004). In standard
plasma physics texts, ideal MHD is often derived as a
limiting case of the two-fluid model, the latter of which
is obtained by taking moments of the Boltzmann equa-
tion (Krall & Trivelpiece 1973; Hazeltine & Waelbroeck
2004). When two-fluid theory is expressed in terms of
one-fluid variables (the centre-of-mass velocity and the
current), along with some concomitant simplifications
(Hazeltine & Waelbroeck 2004), the ensuing result is ex-
tended MHD.
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Extended MHD is endowed with two chief two-fluid
effects: (i) the Hall drift (as the electron and ion fluid
velocities are different), and (ii) electron inertia (stem-
ming from the finite, but small, mass of electrons).
When both of these effects are neglected, ideal MHD
is recovered in this limit, whilst Hall MHD is obtained
when the electrons are assumed to be massless. Ex-
tended MHD has been known at least since the 1950s
(Spitzer 1956; Lu¨st 1959), although it has been exten-
sively studied from a theoretical perspective only quite
recently. Extended MHD effects typically become in-
creasingly important as one approaches smaller length
scales. In particular, the ideal MHD regime is charac-
terized by L > λi, the Hall regime entails λi > L > λe,
and extended MHD (with electron inertia) is valid for
L < λe; note that λs = c/ωps is the skin depth of species
‘s’ and L is the scale length. It is important to recog-
nize that extended MHD is a much more encompassing
model than ideal MHD, but it does not capture any ki-
netic behaviour (such as Landau damping) or dissipative
2effects (for e.g., viscosity and resistivity).
Having said that, extended MHD has still proven
to be highly useful in several contexts. Even Hall
MHD, the simplest version of extended MHD, has
been successfully employed in many contexts ranging
from neutron stars (Cumming et al. 2004) and proto-
planetary discs (Wardle 2007) to turbulence, outflows
and dynamos (Mininni et al. 2002, 2003; Mahajan et al.
2005; Lesur et al. 2014; Lingam & Mahajan 2015;
Lingam & Bhattacharjee 2016a,b). In the past two
decades, Hall MHD has been applied to the solar
wind with a fair degree of success, as evident from
the (representative) studies undertaken by Ghosh et al.
(1996); Ghosh & Goldstein (1997); Krishan & Mahajan
(2004); Hori et al. (2005); Galtier & Buchlin (2007);
Alexandrova et al. (2007, 2008); Servidio et al. (2008);
Shaikh & Shukla (2009); Meyrand & Galtier (2012);
Miura & Araki (2014); Stawarz & Pouquet (2015). The
success of Hall MHD in space and laboratory plasmas
also deserves to be mentioned (Huba 1995; Burch et al.
2016), especially in the realm of magnetic reconnection
(Biskamp 2000).
Current measurements and analysis of the solar wind
spectrum in the regime L . λe (sometimes interpreted
as the ‘dissipation’ range) appear to suggest that a
power law behaviour, with a slope of approximately −4,
is manifested (Smith et al. 2006; Sahraoui et al. 2009,
2011; Goldstein et al. 2015); see also Sahraoui et al.
(2010). However, the measurements in the dissipa-
tion range are prone to instrumentation errors, as
pointed out in Sahraoui et al. (2013), which has also
led to other interpretations of the spectrum in its
vicinity (Alexandrova et al. 2009, 2012). Moreover, at
these small scales, the magnetic fluctuations are not
purely homogeneous and exhibit signs of intermittency
(Perri et al. 2012). On account of all the complexities in-
herent in solar wind turbulence, gaining a thorough un-
derstanding of this phenomenon is, arguably, one of the
current major goals (Goldstein 2001; Bruno & Carbone
2013).
It has become increasingly common to model the
solar wind spectra at scales smaller than the ion (or
electron) skin depth by means of (gyro)kinetic simula-
tions (Howes et al. 2008, 2011b; Camporeale & Burgess
2011; Sahraoui et al. 2012; TenBarge et al. 2013)
or hybrid fluid-kinetic models (Chandran et al.
2011; Verscharen et al. 2012; Servidio et al. 2012;
Perrone et al. 2013; Cerri et al. 2016), but computa-
tional and analytic studies of the solar wind by means
of Hall MHD are also quite common (Shaikh & Shukla
2009; Meyrand & Galtier 2012; Miura & Araki 2014;
Stawarz & Pouquet 2015). As we have pointed out ear-
lier, it is incorrect to use Hall MHD to study the physics
near the electron skin depth (which equals the electron
gyroradius when the electron plasma beta is around
unity). For this reason, there have been several studies
centred around electron MHD, which can include the
effects of electron inertia (Biskamp et al. 1996, 1999;
Dastgeer et al. 2000; Ng et al. 2003; Galtier 2008;
Meyrand & Galtier 2010). However, a chief limitation
of electron MHD is the assumption of stationary ions.
As a result, the model cannot be applied to systems
where the mean velocity is significant.
As our model (extended MHD) is endowed with a
mean flow, electron inertia and the Hall drift, it gives
rise to both electron and Hall MHD as limiting cases
(Keramidas Charidakos et al. 2014). For this reason, we
shall employ it as our basic physical model in determin-
ing the energy and helicities spectra. Our method relies
upon the derivation of fully nonlinear Alfve´n wave solu-
tions for extended MHD, which are then used for com-
puting the spectra. We demonstrate that our model
reproduces many previous results, both experimental
and theoretical; on the latter front, we show that it
yields spectra that are distinct from those predicted by
Hall MHD, and that are quite similar to the observa-
tional data from the solar wind (Sahraoui et al. 2009;
Bruno & Carbone 2013) and other collisionless plasmas
(Leamon et al. 1998).
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Secs. 2
and 3, we present the mathematical preliminaries and
nonlinear wave solutions of extended MHD. In Secs. 4
and 5 we compute the spectra of the extended MHD
invariants and describe the various limiting cases. We
follow this up with a detailed discussion, analysis and
comparison of our results in Sec. 6. We conclude by
summarizing our results in Sec. 7.
2. EXTENDED MHD: THE MATHEMATICAL
PRELIMINARIES
In this Section, we present a brief overview of extended
MHD, and discuss some of its chief mathematical prop-
erties.
The equations of extended MHD comprise of the con-
tinuity equation
∂ρ
∂t
= −∇ · (ρV) , (1)
the dynamical equation for the velocity,
∂V
∂t
= − (∇×V)×V+ ρ−1 (∇×B)×B∗
−∇
(
h+
V 2
2
+ d2e
(∇×B)
2
2ρ2
)
, (2)
and the extended MHD Ohm’s law
∂B∗
∂t
= ∇× (V×B∗)−∇×
(
ρ−1 (∇×B)×B∗
)
+d2e∇×
(
ρ−1 (∇×B)× (∇×V)
)
,(3)
3where
B
∗ = B+ d2e∇× ρ
−1 (∇×B) , (4)
is the suitable dynamical variable (instead of the con-
ventional magnetic field), and is widely used in electron
MHD (Gordeev et al. 1994). In the above expressions,
note that h is the total enthalpy, and de = c/ (ωpeL) ≡
λe/L is the normalized electron skin depth, where ωpe
and L are the electron plasma frequency and scale length
of the system respectively. In our model ρ, V, and B
denote the mass density, centre-of-mass velocity and the
magnetic field respectively. It is important to recognize
that these equations have been normalized in Alfve´nic
units, as discussed in Abdelhamid et al. (2015). More-
over, the length scales are normalized in units of the ion
skin depth λi = c/ωpi for the sake of simplicity, i.e. it
amounts to setting L = λi. The incompressible limit of
extended MHD is easily obtained by setting ρ = 1 in the
normalized units.
It is well known that extended MHD
(Keramidas Charidakos et al. 2014; Abdelhamid et al.
2015; Lingam et al. 2016) yields a conserved energy of
the form
E=
∫
Ω
{
ρ
(
|V |2
2
+ d2e
|J |2
2ρ2
+ U (ρ)
)
+
|B|2
2
}
d3x,
=
∫
Ω
{
ρ
(
|V |
2
2
+ U (ρ)
)
+
B ·B∗
2
}
d3x, (5)
where U is the internal energy (per unit mass) of the
system. Note that the second term on the RHS of the
first line arises from the electron kinetic energy. In Hall
and ideal MHD, which treat the electrons as inertialess,
this term is not present. Moreover, extended MHD is
endowed with two helicities akin to the magnetic or fluid
helicity, given by
C±=
∫
Ω
P
∗
± ·
(
∇×P∗±
)
d3x, (6)
where P∗± = V + θ±A
∗ and θ± =(
−1±
√
1 + 4d2e
)
/
(
2d2e
)
constitute the two con-
stants (Abdelhamid et al. 2015; Lingam et al. 2015). It
is important to understand that extended MHD (and
Hall MHD) is different from ideal MHD in this respect,
since the former has two invariants of the form (6)
whilst ideal MHD has only one. This has to do with the
fact that Hall MHD (and, in a similar manner, extended
MHD as well) is a singular perturbation of ideal MHD
(Mahajan & Yoshida 1998; Yoshida & Mahajan 1999).
3. NONLINEAR WAVE SOLUTIONS OF
EXTENDED MHD
In this Section, we shall derive a certain class of
nonlinear wave solutions for incompressible extended
MHD, and then study the various limiting cases of
this solution. This is done by adopting an approach
akin to the one outlined in Krishan & Mahajan (2004);
Mahajan & Krishan (2005); Mahajan & Miura (2009).
However, before proceeding further, we point out that
an alternative path can be adopted - one that was
delineated in Abdelhamid & Yoshida (2016). In this
paper, the (noncanonical) Hamiltonian formulation is
used, along with a relaxation principle along the lines of
Steinhauer & Ishida (1997); Mahajan & Yoshida (1998)
to obtain the solutions in the wave frame. This is fol-
lowed by a Galilean boost to recover the wave solutions
in the lab frame. We do not reproduce the details here,
but the reader may consult Abdelhamid & Yoshida
(2016) for further details.
3.1. The derivation of the nonlinear wave solutions
The equations of incompressible extended MHD can
be manipulated, and thereby cast into the following
form:
∂B∗
∂t
= ∇×
[
(V−∇×B)×B∗
]
, (7)
∂ (B∗ +∇×V)
∂t
= ∇×
[
V× (B∗ +∇×V)
]
, (8)
along with the auxiliary condition
∇× ((∇×B)× (∇×V)) = 0, (9)
which will be commented on later. For now, it suffices to
note that this term will obviously vanish when the mag-
netic and velocity fields are parallel (or anti-parallel) to
one another. Furthermore, the condition (9) eliminates
the last term on the RHS of (3), and thereby enables us
to arrive at (7) and (8). The above equations must be
supplemented with the incompressibility conditions
∇ ·V = 0, (10)
∇ ·B∗ = 0, ∇ ·B = 0. (11)
We shall now describe a class of nonlinear
waves that were first derived and investigated in
Krishan & Mahajan (2004); Mahajan & Krishan
(2005); Mahajan & Miura (2009); the electron in-
ertia corrections that arise are explicitly displayed
throughout.
Assuming that there is no ambient flow, we can split
the velocity and magnetic field into the ambient and
wave components, denoted by the subscript ‘◦’ and low-
ercase letters respectively, as follows
B = êB◦ + b, V = v, (12)
where êB◦ is the direction that the constant ambient
field (in the normalized units) is oriented. Using the
4definition (4), we find that
B
∗ = êB◦ + b
∗, b∗ = b+ d2e∇× (∇× b) . (13)
Substituting (12) and (13) into (7) and (8), the resultant
equations are
∂b∗
∂t
=∇×
[
(v−∇× b)× b∗
]
+∇×
[
(v−∇× b)× êB◦
]
, (14)
∂ (b∗ +∇× v)
∂t
=∇×
[
v× (b∗ +∇× v)
]
+∇×
[
v× êB◦
]
. (15)
Let us now suppose that the following (special) condi-
tions were to be satisfied
b
∗ =
1
µ1
(v−∇× b) , (16)
b
∗ +∇× v =
1
µ2
v. (17)
By substituting (16) and (17) into (14) and (15), the
nonlinear terms are eliminated, leaving us with the fol-
lowing linear time-dependent equations:
∂b∗
∂t
= µ1∇×
[
b
∗ × êB◦
]
, (18)
∂v
∂t
= µ2∇×
[
v× êB◦
]
, (19)
which can be easily solved as they possess wave solutions
of the form
b
∗ = b∗k exp
[
ik · x+ iµ1 (êB◦ · k) t
]
, (20)
v = vk exp
[
ik · x+ iµ2 (êB◦ · k) t
]
. (21)
But, in addition to satisfying (18) and (19), they must
also meet the additional constraints imposed by (16) and
(17). This necessitates µ1 = µ2 = µ, and transforms
(16) and (17) into
vk − µb
∗
k = ik× bk, (22)
vk − µb
∗
k = iµk× vk. (23)
These two equations imply that
bk = µvk, (24)
which is a powerful relation between the fluctuating
(wave) components of the flow and the magnetic field.
This compact expression, along with (12), (20) and (21)
will be shown to yield nonlinear Alfve´n wave solutions of
incompressible extended MHD. It has also been verified
via back-substitution into the extended MHD equations.
Here, we wish to reiterate an important fact. It is the
imposition of (16) and (17) that enables us to success-
fully handle the nonlinear terms inherent in (14) and
(15). Thus, it appears as though the subsequent deriva-
tion, as exemplified by (18) and (19), is akin to a stan-
dard linear wave analysis. However, this is not merely
a linear treatment, as the relations (16) and (17), which
were essential in “eliminating” the nonlinearities, are
analyzed and addressed in the discussion preceding (22)
and (23), and in the equations themselves.
Thus, our analysis does take into account all nonlinear
terms, which are necessary in any study of turbulence as
the latter involves scale-to-scale coupling. We observe
that our use of the conditions (16) and (17) to elim-
inate the nonlinear contributions is a well-established
approach (Krishan & Mahajan 2004; Mahajan & Miura
2009; Mahajan & Lingam 2015; Abdelhamid & Yoshida
2016). In fact, a similar result was also derived in
Schekochihin et al. (2009) (see Footnote #30), and the
general methodology behind these approaches can be
traced to the classic text of Whitham (1974).
A remarkable feature of (24) is that it satisfies the
condition (9), which was one of the conditions that we’d
imposed at the beginning of our analysis. As stated
earlier, we refer the reader to Abdelhamid & Yoshida
(2016) (see also Mahajan & Miura 2009) for an alterna-
tive derivation, that does not rely upon this additional
constraint for obtaining (24).
Let us now use (24) along with the expression b∗k =
bk − d
2
ek× (k× bk), which follows from (13) and (20).
We substitute these relations into either (22) or (23).
This leads us to
k× (k× vk) +
i
d2eµ
k× vk =
(
µ2 − 1
)
d2eµ
2
vk, (25)
which can be further simplified upon using a suitable
vector calculus identity, and k · vk = 0. Thus, we end
up with
k× vk = −iα (k)vk, (26)
where α (k) is given by
α (k) =
(
1− µ2
)
µ
− µd2ek
2. (27)
It is worth remarking that (26) is the Fourier trans-
formed version of the Beltrami equation (∇× v = αv)
with a non-constant α. We are now in a position to
compute the final relation for α - this is done by taking
the cross product of (26) with k, and then using (26)
once again. We find that
α (k) = ±k, (28)
5which can then be combined with (27) to solve for µ.
The resulting equation is a quadratic, which leads to
two solutions for µ (denoted by µ±) that are given by
µ± (k) =
1
(1 + d2ek
2)
[
−
k
2
±
√
k2
4
+ (1 + d2ek
2)
]
,(29)
and let us focus on the simple case wherein k = k êz,
following the path prescribed in Krishan & Mahajan
(2004); Mahajan & Krishan (2005). The frequency ω =
−µ (êB◦ · k) reads as
ω± =
−k
(1 + d2ek
2)
[
−
k
2
±
√
k2
4
+ (1 + d2ek
2)
]
(êB◦ · êz) .(30)
The final expressions for (29) and (30) are quite akin
to the analogous results obtained in Mahajan & Miura
(2009), except for the fact that Mahajan & Miura
(2009) relied upon the usage of two-fluid theory (and
the corresponding variables).
Before concluding this part, we point out that each
value of µ give rise to two distinct fully nonlinear wave
solutions that resemble the famous ABC equilibria. We
refer the reader to Abdelhamid & Yoshida (2016) for an
in-depth discussion of this issue.
3.2. On the limiting cases of the nonlinear waves
We shall now investigate the various regimes of inter-
est, and list the expressions for (29) and (30) accord-
ingly.
1. First, consider the limit k ≪ 1, which in dimen-
sional units is tantamount to stating that kdi ≪ 1.
This indicates that we are operating in the ideal
MHD domain, and we arrive at
µ± → ±1, ω± → ∓k (êB◦ · êz) , (31)
which corresponds to the shear Alfve´n waves
of ideal MHD (that are co- and counter-
propagating).
2. Next, consider the case where Hall effects are im-
portant, but electron inertia can still be neglected,
i.e. the Hall regime. In this instance, the con-
ditions (in the dimensionless units) are given by
k > 1 and d2ek
2 ≪ 1. The dispersion relations
reduce to
µ+ → 1/k, ω+ → −1 (êB◦ · êz) ,
µ− → −k, ω− → k
2 (êB◦ · êz) , (32)
implying that ω+ is the magnetosonic-cyclotron
branch since ω+ is the ion gyrofrequency.
On the other hand, ω− is the shear-whistler
mode, as seen from the dispersion relation
(Mahajan & Krishan 2005; Mahajan & Miura
2009; Abdelhamid & Yoshida 2016).
We record important features of the Hall regime
before moving on to the next case. As opposed
to the ideal MHD regime, or the electron inertia
one (discussed below), the Hall regime is bounded
strictly from below and above. As a consequence,
the range is somewhat ‘narrow’ and care must be
taken when investigating it in greater detail. Sec-
ondly, it may appear as though the whistler mode
ω− is unbounded as it is proportional to k
2. How-
ever, this is incorrect since we have implicitly as-
sumed that the inequality d2ek
2 ≪ 1 is applica-
ble. In turn, this suggests that the whistler mode
is rendered invalid when considering frequencies
higher than the electron gyrofrequency.
3. The third regime of interest is when electron iner-
tia effects become important, even dominant. This
regime requires that the conditions k ≫ 1 and
d2ek
2 ≫ 1 be met. In this instance, we find that
µ± → θ±/k, ω± → −θ± (êB◦ · êz) , (33)
where θ± =
(
−1±
√
1 + 4d2e
)
/2d2e. By substitut-
ing the relation d2e ≪ 1, in terms of the normal-
ized variables, into the expression for θ±, we note
that θ− approximates the normalized electron gy-
rofrequency, whilst θ+ approximates the normal-
ized ion gyrofrequency. It is important to recog-
nize that θ± depends on the dimensionless electron
skin depth, and thereby gives rise to a direct rela-
tionship between the electron skin depth and ω±,
i.e. the ion or electron gyrofrequency (for θ+ and
θ− respectively).
Thus, the magnetosonic-cyclotron branch in the
electron inertia regime approaches the same limit
as its Hall counterpart; this is seen by comparing
the expressions for ω+ in both cases. However, the
dispersion relation for the whistler-mode branch in
Hall MHD (given by ω−), is such that it would di-
verge for k → ∞. The role of electron inertia in
this case is to impose a strict upper bound (viz.
the electron gyrofrequency) on the frequency at-
tainable by this whistler-mode.
4. THE SPECTRAL ENERGY DISTRIBUTIONS
FOR EXTENDED MHD
In this Section, we shall focus on deriving the energy
spectra for extended MHD by invoking a Kolmogorov-
like hypothesis regarding the energy and generalized he-
licity cascades. We follow this up with pictorial repre-
sentations of the various spectra.
4.1. Extended MHD invariants in Fourier space
We shall list the primary invariants of extended MHD,
and give their Fourier representations. The total energy
6in extended MHD is given by
E=
1
2
∫
Ω
{
|V |
2
+B ·B∗
}
d3x
=
1
2
∑
k
{
|vk|
2 +
(
1 + d2ek
2
)
|bk|
2
}
, (34)
and the relation b∗k = bk − d
2
ek × (k× bk) =(
1 + d2ek
2
)
bk was used to simplify, and eventually ob-
tain, the above expression.
Next, we are free to consider the helicities of extended
MHD, which are given by (6). However, before we do so,
we shall present an alternative set of invariants, which
are fully equivalent to (6) instead. The motivation be-
hind this stems from the following considerations. It is
well known that the cross helicity
∫
Ω
V ·B d3x and mag-
netic helicity
∫
Ω
A ·B d3x are invariants of ideal MHD
(Woltjer 1958a,b). In extended MHD, we have seen that
B∗ serves as the dynamical variable in the place of B.
Thus, it is natural to seek the extended MHD invariants,
which involve B∗ in the place of B, that resemble the
cross and magnetic helicities of ideal MHD.
We introduce an invariantH which can be constructed
from (6) which can be viewed as somewhat analogous to
the cross helicity of ideal MHD, albeit with an additional
helicity contribution. It is given by
H=
∫
Ω
(
V −
1
2d2e
A
∗
)
·B∗ d3x,
=
∑
k
{
vk −
i
(
1 + d2ek
2
)
2d2ek
2
(k × bk)
}
·
{(
1 + d2ek
2
)
b−k
}
, (35)
where we have used A∗k =
(
1 + d2ek
2
)
Ak, along with the
relations
B
∗ = ∇×A∗,
B = ∇×A,
Ak =
i
k2
k × bk,
the last of which follows from (24), (26) and (28) along
with the use of suitable vector calculus identities. It is
more accurate to envision (35) as a combination of cross
and magnetic helicities, but they involve B∗ (instead of
B) owing to electron inertia effects.
The second invariant G introduced below can be
viewed as the generalization of the magnetic helicity of
ideal MHD. This invariant consists of two terms, the
first of which is the equivalent of the magnetic helicity
(with B∗ in place of B) and the second can be viewed
as a fluid helicity correction. It is defined as follows:
G=
1
2
∫
Ω
[
B
∗ ·A∗ + d2eV · (∇× V )
]
d3x,
=
1
2
∑
k
{
i
(
1 + d2ek
2
)2
k2
(k × bk) · b−k
−id2evk · k × v−k
}
. (36)
Next, let us consider the two generalized helicities
given by (6). They can be expressed as follows:
C±=
1
2
∫
Ω
(θ±A
∗ +V) · (θ±B
∗ +∇×V) d3x,
=
1
2
∑
k
{
iθ±
(
1 + d2ek
2
)
k2
(k × bk) + vk
}
·
{
θ±
(
1 + d2ek
2
)
b−k − ik × v−k
}
. (37)
where
|θ±| =
∣∣∣∣∣−1±
√
1 + 4d2e
2d2e
∣∣∣∣∣ ≈
1, for θ+1
d2
e
, for θ−
(38)
as noted in Sec. 3.2. Here, we wish to reiterate that (35),
(36) and (37) are not independent; the former two can be
constructed from the latter and vice-versa. Indeed, it is
more ‘natural’ to regard (37) as the invariant helicities
of extended MHD, on account of their similarity with
magnetic helicity in terms of their structure.
We have also verified that any linear combination of
the Casimir invariants generates the same results pre-
sented in Sec. 3; most notably, we find that the same
dispersion relation (30) is recovered. This confirms that
we are free to use either (35) and (36) or (37) without
loss of generality.
4.2. The derivation of the spectra for extended MHD
We are now in a position to derive the various spectra
of interest in the different regimes. To do so, we shall
rely upon an approach based on the classical arguments
presented by Kolmogorov (1941). We shall adopt the no-
tation and methodology outlined in Krishan & Mahajan
(2004) henceforth. In quantitative terms, we assume
that the (total) energy cascade rate is the product of the
energy (34) and the inverse of the eddy turnover time
τ , the latter of which is given by τ = (k|vk|)
−1
. Thus,
the energy cascading rate, denoted by ǫE , is evaluated
to be
ǫE =k|vk|
(
1 + µ2
(
1 + d2ek
2
)) |v2k|
2
, (39)
and we had invoked (24) to express (34) purely in terms
of vk. We introduce the omnidirectional spectral func-
tion WE (k) that corresponds to the kinetic energy per
7unit mass per unit wave vector k, and is thus found to
equal
WE (k)=
|v2k|
k
(40)
= (2ǫE)
2/3
k−5/3
[
1 + µ2
(
1 + d2ek
2
) ]−2/3
.
Similarly, it is possible to define the omnidirectional
spectral distribution function for the magnetic energy
densityME (k). This can be related toWE (k) by means
of (24), thereby yielding
ME (k)=µ
2WE (k) (41)
A similar set of arguments, and scaling relations can be
thus devised for the helicities. As pointed our earlier,
only two of (35), (36) and (37) are truly independent.
For the sake of completeness, however, we shall present
the scaling relations for all of these helicities.
Let us start with (35) first. Assuming that the eddy
turnover time is τ as before, we find that its cascading
rate (ǫH) is
ǫH = k|vk|
[
µ
(
1 + d2ek
2
) (
1− µ
(
1 + d2ek
2
)
2d2ek
)]
|v2k|.(42)
The associated kinetic and magnetic spectral energy can
be computed in a similar manner, and they are given by
WH (k)=
[
µ
(
1 + d2ek
2
) (
1− µ
(
1 + d2ek
2
)
2d2ek
)]−2/3
× (ǫH)
2/3
k−5/3, (43)
MH (k)=µ
2WH (k) . (44)
Next, we consider the helicity (36) and repeat the
above set of arguments and algebra. The cascading rate
ǫG takes on the form
ǫG=k|vk|
[
d2ek
2 + µ2
(
1 + d2ek
2
)2 ] |v2k|
2k
, (45)
and the spectral energies are
WG (k)=
(2ǫG)
2/3
k
[
d2ek
2 + µ2
(
1 + d2ek
2
)2 ]−2/3
,(46)
MG (k)=µ
2WG (k) . (47)
Moving on the generalized helicities (which are ar-
guably the true analogs of the magnetic or fluid helicity),
we find that the cascading rate ǫC± is
ǫC± =k|vk|
(
k + θ±µ
(
1 + d2ek
2
) )2 |v2k|
2k
, (48)
leading us to the spectral energies
WC± (k)=
(
2ǫC±
)2/3
k
[
k + θ±µ
(
1 + d2ek
2
) ]−4/3
,(49)
MC± (k)=µ
2WC± (k) . (50)
We round off this section by pointing out the fact that
there are two different values of µ that are given by (29).
Hence, for each of the spectral energies, the two cases
must be considered separately.
4.3. The kinetic and magnetic spectral plots
In Figs. 1 - 4, the kinetic and magnetic spectra, de-
noted byW± andM± respectively, have been plotted as
a function of k (where k := kdi). The ‘±’ corresponds
to the two values of µ given by (29). In each of the
plots, we have included two vertical lines, which serve
to separate the ideal (k < 1), Hall (k > 1 and k < 1/de)
and electron inertia (k > 1/de) regions.
An inspection of (43) reveals that it blows up at ap-
proximately k = 1/de. This feature is not present in
any of the other spectra. Hence, we observe the exis-
tence of singular behaviour in Fig. 2 that is absent in
the rest of the figures. As we have reiterated earlier, we
shall consider only Figs. 1 and 4 to be independent and
of importance, since they represent the spectra arising
from the energy and generalized helicity invariants.
In each of the figures, we have explicitly labelled cer-
tain spectral indices. The reason behind our logic is that
we examine the ideal, Hall and electron inertia regimes
in detail in Sec. 5, where we obtain the spectra for these
limiting cases. These spectra are compared against the
figures, thereby serving as a mutual consistency check.
5. THE ENERGY SPECTRA OF EXTENDED MHD
IN DIFFERENT REGIMES
In this Section, we shall draw upon the results of Secs.
3.2 and 4.2, and explicitly present the power-law scalings
for the spectral energies in various regimes.
5.1. The ideal MHD regime
As noted in Sec. 3.2, the ideal MHD regime is ob-
tained in the limit k ≪ 1 in the normalized units. In
this instance, it is known that µ± → ±1. Thus, we end
up with the following set of relations:
WE1 (k) = (2ǫE)
2/3
k−5/3 = ME1 (k) , (51)
WH1 (k) =
(
2d2eǫH
)2/3
k−1 = MH1 (k) , (52)
WG1 (k) = (2ǫG)
2/3
k−1 = MG1 (k) , (53)
WC1+ (k) =
(
2ǫC+
)2/3
k−1 = MC1+ (k) , (54)
WC1− (k) =
(
2d4e ǫC−
)2/3
k−1 = MC1− (k) . (55)
The magnetic energy spectral are exactly equal to the
kinetic energy spectral in each instance, since µ2 = 1.
Note that in each of the above expressions, the label ‘1’
denotes the ideal MHD (Alfve´nic) limit.
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Figure 1. (colour figures online) Here, WE+ and WE− are the two values of (40) corresponding to µ+ and µ− respectively; the
latter duo are given by (29). Recall that k has been normalized in units of 1/di. The values of ME+ and ME− are computed
by means of (41). The two vertical dotted lines separate the ideal, Hall and electron inertia regimes respectively (when viewed
from left to right).
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Figure 2. (colour figures online) Here, WH+ and WH− are the two values of (43) corresponding to µ+ and µ− respectively; the
latter duo are given by (29). Recall that k has been normalized in units of 1/di. The values of MH+ and MH− are computed
by means of (44). The two vertical dotted lines separate the ideal, Hall and electron inertia regimes respectively (when viewed
from left to right).
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Figure 4. (colour figures online) Here, the WC ’s are the four values of (49) corresponding to µ+ and µ− respectively. The first
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Recall that k has been normalized in units of 1/di. The values of the MC ’s are found by using (50), and they are also four in
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5.2. The Hall regime
The regime where Hall effects are important (and
dominant) is given by k > 1 and d2ek
2 ≪ 1. In the
Hall regime, there are two values for µ± that are very
different, and thereby necessitate a different treatment.
By the subscript ‘2’ we shall refer to the case with the
above limits and where µ+ → k
−1. In this instance, we
find that
WE2 (k)= (2ǫE)
2/3
k−5/3,
ME2 (k)= (2ǫE)
2/3
k−11/3, (56)
WH2 (k)=
(
2d2eǫH
)2/3
k1/3,
MH2 (k)=
(
2d2eǫH
)2/3
k−5/3, (57)
WG2 (k)= (2ǫG)
2/3
k1/3,
MG2 (k)= (2ǫG)
2/3
k−5/3, (58)
WC2+ (k)=
(
2ǫC+
)2/3
k−7/3,
MC2+ (k)=
(
2ǫC+
)2/3
k−13/3, (59)
WC2− (k)=
(
2d4e ǫC−
)2/3
k1/3,
MC2− (k)=
(
2d4e ǫC−
)2/3
k−5/3. (60)
In the other limit, we are interested in the case where
µ− → −k, and this case is represented by the label ‘3’
henceforth. In this instance, the spectra are given by
WE3 (k)= (2ǫE)
2/3
k−3,
ME3 (k)= (2ǫE)
2/3
k−1, (61)
WH3 (k)=
(
2d2eǫH
)2/3
k−7/3,
MH3 (k)=
(
2d2eǫH
)2/3
k−1/3, (62)
WG3 (k)= (2ǫG)
2/3
k−7/3,
MG3 (k)= (2ǫG)
2/3 k−1/3, (63)
WC3+ (k)=2
−4/3
(
2ǫC+
)2/3
k−7/3,
MC3+ (k)=2
−4/3
(
2ǫC+
)2/3
k−1/3, (64)
WC3− (k)=
(
2d4e ǫC−
)2/3
k−7/3,
MC3− (k)=
(
2d4e ǫC−
)2/3
k−1/3. (65)
5.3. The electron inertia regime
When the electron inertia effects become important,
and dominate the landscape, the conditions k ≫ 1 and
d2ek
2 ≫ 1 must be met. In this regime, the two values
of µ± give rise to different spectra, as in Sec. 5.2.
In the first case, µ+ → 1/k, and this is denoted by the
subscript ‘4’. The various spectra exhibit the following
scalings:
WE4 (k)= (2ǫE)
2/3 k−5/3,
ME4 (k)= (2ǫE)
2/3
k−11/3, (66)
WH4 (k)=
(
2d−2e ǫH
)2/3
k−7/3,
MH4 (k)=
(
2d−2e ǫH
)2/3
k−13/3, (67)
WG4 (k)=
(
2d−2e ǫG
)2/3
k−7/3,
MG4 (k)=
(
2d−2e ǫG
)2/3
k−13/3, (68)
WC4+ (k)=
(
2ǫC+
)2/3
k−7/3,
MC4+ (k)=
(
2ǫC+
)2/3
k−13/3, (69)
WC4− (k)=2
−4/3
(
2ǫC−
)2/3
k−7/3,
MC4− (k)=2
−4/3
(
2ǫC−
)2/3
k−13/3. (70)
When we consider the other limit, it corresponds to
µ− → 1/
(
d2ek
)
and we use the label ‘5’ to identify this
case. The spectral distributions for the magnetic and
kinetic energies are
WE5 (k)=
(
2d2e ǫE
)2/3
k−5/3,
ME5 (k)=
(
2d−4e ǫE
)2/3
k−11/3, (71)
WH5 (k)=
(
2d2e ǫH
)2/3
k−7/3,
MH5 (k)=
(
2d−4e ǫH
)2/3
k−13/3, (72)
WG5 (k)= (2ǫG)
2/3
k−7/3,
MG5 (k)= (2ǫG)
2/3
d−4e k
−13/3, (73)
WC5+ (k)=2
−4/3
(
2ǫC+
)2/3
k−7/3,
MC5+ (k)=2
−4/3
(
2ǫC+
)2/3
d−4e k
−13/3, (74)
WC5− (k)=
(
2d4e ǫC−
)2/3
k−7/3,
MC5− (k)=
(
2d−2e ǫC−
)2/3
k−13/3. (75)
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This completes our analysis of the spectra in the differ-
ent regimes, and for the various choices of the parame-
ters. Our scalings are verified to be entirely consistent
with the plots presented in Sec. 4.3.
We wish to observe that the primary difference
between our model, and the results obtained in
Krishan & Mahajan (2004) is that the latter lacks elec-
tron inertia effects. Hence, the results of Secs. 5.1 and
5.2 are identical to that of Krishan & Mahajan (2004),
but our results in the regime where electron inertia ef-
fects are dominant, viz. the findings of Sec. 5.3, are
altogether new.
6. DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
As the ideal MHD regime has been studied by many
authors (see for e.g. the text by Biskamp 2003), we shall
not focus on it in detail. Instead, we focus primarily on
the Hall and electron inertia regimes in our analysis.
Let us commence our comparison by first study-
ing the Hall regime, and comparing our results
with the detailed analytical and numerical results
of Galtier & Buchlin (2007); some of the chief con-
clusions obtained therein were also corroborated by
Meyrand & Galtier (2012). The simulations under-
taken by Galtier & Buchlin (2007) demonstrated that
the magnetic fluctuations can exhibit a wide range of
power-law behaviour. This conclusion matches our re-
sults in Sec. 5.2. Moreover, a careful inspection of Sec.
3.2 of Galtier & Buchlin (2007) confirms that their find-
ings are in exact agreement with our model:
1. As per Galtier & Buchlin (2007), the kinetic en-
ergy exhibits a −5/3 slope, whilst the magnetic
energy is characterized by a −11/3 spectrum in
the Hall regime. This is precisely the scaling ob-
tained in (56).
2. It was found in Galtier & Buchlin (2007) that the
magnetic energy displays a −5/3 scaling at large
scales, and the −11/3 scaling at small scales. This
is in contrast to the kinetic energy which displays
the −5/3 behaviour at all scales. A careful inspec-
tion of (51) and (56) confirms that this is indeed
the case.
3. The fact that the magnetic energy is slightly
greater than the kinetic energy can be explained
naturally via Hall MHD (Krishan & Mahajan
2004; Galtier & Buchlin 2007; Servidio et al. 2008;
Stawarz & Pouquet 2015), and is also consistent
with observations (Grappin et al. 1991; Marsch
2006; Bruno & Carbone 2013). The µ− case in
the Hall regime, that was studied in Secs. 3.2 and
5.2, is consistent with these results.
One minor difference between our results and that
of Galtier & Buchlin (2007); Meyrand & Galtier (2012)
that the upper bound on the magnetic energy spec-
tral index is −11/3 in the latter case, whereas our
model suggests that −13/3 can be achieved, as seen
from (59). The scaling of −13/3 is also supported by
the previous Kolmogorov-like analysis of Hall MHD by
Krishan & Mahajan (2004) who also emphasized the im-
portant point that, in their model, the steepened spec-
tra were very much a part of the inertial range, and
were distinct from the dissipation range invoked in ear-
lier studies.
In general, the fact that the Hall and electron in-
ertia regimes predict slopes steeper than −5/3 is not
a surprising fact, as this prediction has plenty of ob-
servational evidence in its favour (Stawicki et al. 2001;
Sahraoui et al. 2009, 2010; Bruno & Carbone 2013).
One of the remarkable features of the solar wind tur-
bulence spectrum is the potential existence of three dif-
ferent magnetic spectra, with spectral ‘breaks’ separat-
ing them (Boldyrev et al. 2015), of which two are well-
documented: the Kolmogorov −5/3 spectrum at large
scales, and an extended inertial range between the ion
and electron gyroscales with an index of approximately
−2.5 to −3 (Smith et al. 2006; Alexandrova et al. 2007,
2008; Sahraoui et al. 2009; Alexandrova et al. 2009;
Bourouaine et al. 2012; Franci et al. 2015). The last, on
the other hand, is quite contested since it has been mod-
elled as a power-law with an index of possibly around−4
by Sahraoui et al. (2009) (see also Smith et al. (2006)),
and as an exponential by Alexandrova et al. (2009,
2012). We will return to this aspect later and exam-
ine the reasons behind this ambiguity in greater detail.
3D anisotropic spectra have also suggested that such
steep power laws do exist at sufficiently small scales
(Sahraoui et al. 2010). This range is sometimes referred
to as the dissipation range, and merits an extended dis-
cussion of its features below.
If we suppose that such (steep) power laws do exist,
one must search for potential candidates to explain this
behaviour. At such scales, kinetic effects are likely to
play an important role. For instance, it is expected
that Landau damping plays a major role, in conjunc-
tion with the Kinetic Alfve´n Wave (KAW) and (pas-
sive) ion entropy cascades, by transferring the energy to
collisional scales and leading to ion and electron heat-
ing (Schekochihin et al. 2009). Collisionless damping
also plays an important role in regulating the spectra
in the dissipation range. For instance, it was shown in
Howes et al. (2008) by means of a local cascade model
(with critical balance) that the spectrum could exhibit
an exponential fall-off, quite similar to the results ob-
tained in Alexandrova et al. (2009, 2012). On the other
hand, when the critical balance conjecture was aban-
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doned, it was shown in Howes et al. (2011a) that steep
spectra that were nearly power-law in nature could be
obtained, thus analogous to the analysis of solar wind
observations undertaken by Sahraoui et al. (2009).
In addition, there are many other effects associ-
ated with Landau damping, as a result of which it
has been identified as a major player in explaining
the non-universal power law spectra of the solar wind
(Passot & Sulem 2015). In addition to Landau damp-
ing, we also wish to point out the major role played
by other kinetic effects such as pressure anisotropy
and its accompanying kinetic instabilities (Kunz et al.
2015), phase mixing (Schekochihin et al. 2016), inter-
mittency and coherent structures (Servidio et al. 2015);
a summary of some of these aspects can be found in
Schekochihin et al. (2009).
Hence, there has been a great deal of work cen-
tred around (gyro)kinetic simulations of the solar
wind (Howes et al. 2008; Camporeale & Burgess 2011;
TenBarge et al. 2013; Told et al. 2015) and hybrid fluid-
kinetic models (Valentini et al. 2007; Chandran et al.
2011; Told et al. 2016). Regardless of the physical
model used, either kinetic Alfve´nic waves or whistler
waves are the primary candidates responsible for this
turbulence (Chen et al. 2013; Boldyrev et al. 2013).
The analysis by Podesta et al. (2010) suggests that
the former cannot serve as a viable candidate, as the
whistlers subject to collisionless damping and do not
reach the electron gyroscale (see also Gary & Smith
2009), but this issue cannot be said to have been
conclusively settled. This opens up the possibility
of using Hall MHD, which serves as a natural model
for whistler waves (Mahajan & Krishan 2005; Galtier
2006). Typically, Hall MHD and/or whistler turbulence
yield spectra with the slope of −7/3 (Shaikh & Zank
2005; Alexandrova et al. 2007; Galtier & Buchlin
2007; Alexandrova et al. 2008; Shaikh & Shukla 2009;
Meyrand & Galtier 2012; Stawarz & Pouquet 2015),
which falls within the second, and not the third, range
as per the observational evidence.
Furthermore, there are some inherent limitations to
using Hall MHD as a universal model for solar wind
turbulence, as discussed in Howes (2009). From the
perspective of two-fluid theory, the effects of electron
inertia cannot be ignored at scales comparable to the
electron skin depth (Krall & Trivelpiece 1973), implying
that Hall MHD cannot serve as our physical model.1 It
is at this juncture that we invoke the results from Sec.
5.3 that accurately capture the effects of electron inertia
1 It is known that β ≈ 1−2 for the solar wind (Mullan & Smith
2006; Sahraoui et al. 2009), implying that the electron gyroradius
and skin depth are approximately equal to each other.
(as extended MHD was used in this work).
A careful scrutiny of Sec. 5.3 reveals that all of the
magnetic energy spectral indices are either −11/3 or
−13/3. We particularly emphasize the −13/3 slope as
this does not appear to have been predicted before by
any of the existent fluid models in the electron inertia
regime, although Krishan & Mahajan (2004) had dis-
cussed this scaling in the context of Hall MHD earlier.
It is also very intriguing to note that the theoretically
predicted slope of −13/3 is quite close to the value of
−4.16 that was obtained from the solar wind observa-
tions at the smallest scales (Sahraoui et al. 2009).
A cautionary statement is necessary: although the
predictions of our model are quite similar to the so-
lar wind data, the latter cannot be viewed as ex-
act in this regime on account of instrumental inaccu-
racies (Sahraoui et al. 2013; Alexandrova et al. 2013).
Instead, it has been shown that a spectrum of
slopes peaked around approximately −4 is manifested
(Alexandrova et al. 2012; Sahraoui et al. 2013). Hence,
we can argue that our scalings are fairly close to the
experimental evidence, as well as the 2D and 3D PIC
simulation studies by Camporeale & Burgess (2011) and
Gary et al. (2012) which have reported fairly similar re-
sults. We also wish to emphasize that a steep spec-
tra, with a power-law index of −4.228, has also been
observed for the interplanetary magnetic field, and this
fact is evident upon inspection of Fig. 1 of Leamon et al.
(1998). This is conventionally attributed to the ‘dissi-
pation’ range, but it is possible that this spectra could
arise from the existence of an extended inertial range
that gives rise to the aforementioned −13/3 spectrum
in the electron inertia (and Hall) regime.
The −11/3 slope is interesting in its own right, as it
exactly matches the results from the two-fluid simula-
tions of Andre´s et al. (2014). The −11/3 spectrum also
arises when electron MHD is used as the basic physi-
cal model (Meyrand & Galtier 2010). As pointed out
in Sec. 1, electron MHD is a limiting case of extended
MHD, and it is founded on the narrow assumption that
the ions are stationary. Thus, it is the complexity and
broad scope of our model that is primarily reasonsible
for recovering a diverse spectrum of results in Sec. 5.
One of the other features that emerges from the wide-
ranging nature of our model is that, in Sec. 5.3 and
the first half of Sec. 5.2, we find that the magnetic en-
ergy spectra differs from the kinetic energy spectra by
a factor that is proportional to 1/k2. This arises on ac-
count of the fact that there is a factor of µ2 involved,
and µ ∝ k−1 in these instances. We observe that a some-
what similar result has been presented in Boldyrev et al.
(2011), whose detailed analysis of MHD simulations and
observations revealed that W −M ∝ k−2
⊥
.
We end our analysis on a cautionary note, by summa-
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rizing some of the limitations of our treatment. Whilst
it is true that extended MHD is a much better model
than ideal (or Hall) MHD, it does not capture kinetic
or dissipative effects. Moreover, we have not addressed
the issue of parallel vs perpendicular (with respect to
the mean magnetic field) magnetic fluctuations in our
analysis, and this anisotropy is known to be an impor-
tant feature of the solar wind (Bruno & Carbone 2013)
and other astrophysical plasmas (Biskamp 2003). How-
ever, we believe that the consistency of our results with
all of the previous studies described above augurs well
for this model. We also find that the spectra are not
truly power laws (in the universal sense), as seen from
Sec. 4.3. This agrees with the recent overview presented
in Bruno & Carbone (2013); see also the arguments put
forth in Podesta (2016).
7. CONCLUSION
It is widely known that ideal MHD is not an appro-
priate theory in many space and astrophysical plasmas.
Many of the limitations inherent to MHD can be by-
passed by adopting extended MHD as the base model,
since it encompasses two-fluid effects such as the Hall
drift and electron inertia. In this paper, we utilized ex-
tended MHD to study the resultant magnetic and energy
spectra by resorting to a line of reasoning akin to the one
adopted in Kolmogorov (1941).
We studied the properties of nonlinear Alfve´n waves
in extended MHD, which built upon the earlier works
by Krishan & Mahajan (2004); Mahajan & Krishan
(2005); Mahajan & Miura (2009); an alternative deriva-
tion of the same results, from a more mathematical
perspective, can be found in Abdelhamid & Yoshida
(2016). The primary results of this analysis can be sum-
marized by (24) and (29), which yielded exact relations
between the magnetic and kinetic fluctuations in Fourier
space. We also presented the invariants of extended
MHD, which comprised of the energy and two gener-
alized helicities that possessed the same mathematical
structure as the magnetic or fluid helicity.
These results were employed in conjunction with a
Kolmogorov-based argument, namely that the cascade
rates of the energy and generalized helicities (taken to
be constants) were a product of the eddy turnover time
and the corresponding energy and generalized helicities.
We demonstrated that this procedure led us to the ki-
netic and magnetic energy spectra, which were presented
and plotted in Sec. 4. This was followed by a de-
tailed analysis of the spectra in the ideal (k < 1/λi),
Hall (1/λi < k < 1/λe), and electron inertia (k > 1/λe)
regimes.
The chief differences from previous works stem from
our consideration of the electron inertia regime, which
was missing in previous Hall MHD based studies,
such as Krishan & Mahajan (2004); Galtier (2006);
Galtier & Buchlin (2007). By and large, we find that
most of the spectra exhibit steepening in the electron
inertia regime. In the Hall regime, the spectral index of
−11/3 and −13/3 occur only once for the magnetic spec-
tra, as seen from Sec. 5.2. On the other hand, Sec. 5.3
reveals that the electron inertia regime is characterized
only by these two slopes for the magnetic spectra. More
precisely, a comparison of the expressions for WC− and
MC− in the Hall and electron inertia regimes reveals that
the spectral indices are +1/3 and −5/3 (for µ+) in the
former, and−7/3 and−13/3 in the latter. This is a clear
manifestation of the steepening that occurs in the elec-
tron inertia regime, which cannot be captured by using
Hall MHD, or even electron MHD (Meyrand & Galtier
2010), as the physical model.
We undertook a detailed comparison of our results in
Sec. 5.2 with other theoretical and numerical studies
involving Hall MHD, and established the veracity of our
results in Sec. 6. We followed this up with a general
comparison against observational and numerical studies
of the solar wind, which has proven to be an excellent
means of testing different fluid and kinetic theories of
turbulence. One of the chief (if somewhat contested)
observational findings from the solar wind is the exis-
tence of a cascade at length scales smaller than the elec-
tron skin depth (Sahraoui et al. 2009). The magnetic
spectrum has been argued to exhibit a power law with
an index of approximately −4, which is very close to
our theoretical predictions of either a −11/3 or −13/3
slope in the electron inertia regime; the derivation of
these scalings can be found in Sec. 5.3. Moreover, we
have also pointed out the closeness of the −13/3 spec-
trum to measurements of the interplanetary magnetic
field (Leamon et al. 1998), where a slope of −4.228 was
obtained. A crucial distinction between our work and
other theoretical methodologies in the literature is that
the results in this paper rely upon the assumption of
an (extended) inertial range, as opposed to the usual
concept of the ‘dissipation’ range at these small scales.
Hence, the tentative agreement with the observa-
tional results lends some credence to the fact that
the (theoretically predicted) scalings may emerge from
the presence of an extended inertial range, as op-
posed to the dissipation range - a hypothesis that was
proposed in the Hall MHD based turbulent model of
Krishan & Mahajan (2004). We also compared our
work with numerical studies (Andre´s et al. 2014) in-
volving electron inertia effects, and showed that the
−11/3 spectrum thus obtained is consistent with our
findings. Moreover, as electron MHD is a subset of
extended MHD (Keramidas Charidakos et al. 2014), we
have verified that previous results derived from the for-
mer (Meyrand & Galtier 2010) are duly recovered by
14
using the latter model.
As the observational and numerical scalings deter-
mined in the electron inertia regime are in good agree-
ment with our theoretical findings, we suggest that ex-
tended MHD constitutes a viable model for extracting
the turbulent spectra across all scales, including those
smaller than the electron gyroradius. We end this work
on a cautionary note, by pointing out the fact that
anisotropy, compressibility, dissipation, and kinetic ef-
fects (such as Landau damping) have not been incorpo-
rated into our analysis. It is our intention to make them
the subject of our future investigations.
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